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            Low energy theorems are derived for scattering of longitudinally polarized W and Z's, providing the basis for an estimate of the observable signal at the SSC if electroweak symmetry breaking is due to new physics at the TeV scale.
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                    Probing electroweak symmetry breaking at multi-TeV colliders

                    
                        Conference
                            Chanowitz, M
                            

                    Low energy theorems are derived for scattering of longitudinally polarized W and Z's, providing the basis for an estimate of the observable signal if electroweak symmetry breaking is due to new physics at the TeV scale. A pp collider with L, {radical}s {equals} 40 TeV, 10{sup 33}cm. {sup {minus}2}s{sup {minus}1} is just sufficient to observe the signal while pp colliders with 40, 10{sup 32} or 20, 10{sup 33} are not. A collider that is sensitive to the TeV-scale signal provides valuable information about symmetry breaking whether the masses of the associated new particles are below, within, or above the 1-2more » TeV region. 6 refs., 6 figs., 2 tabs.« less
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                    Electroweak symmetry breaking

                    
                        Conference
                            Chanowitz, M
                            

                    The Higgs mechanism is reviewed in its most general form, requiring the existence of a new symmetry-breaking force and associated particles, which need not however be Higgs bosons. The first lecture reviews the essential elements of the Higgs mechanism, which suffice to establish low energy theorems for the scattering of longitudinally polarized W and Z gauge bosons. An upper bound on the scale of the symmetry-breaking physics then follows from the low energy theorems and partial wave unitarity. The second lecture reviews particular models, with and without Higgs bosons, paying special attention to how the general features discussed in lecturemore » 1 are realized in each model. The third lecture focuses on the experimental signals of strong WW scattering that can be observed at the SSC above 1 TeV in the WW subenergy, which will allow direct measurement of the strength of the symmetry-breaking force. 52 refs., 10 figs.« less
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                    Electroweak symmetry breaking studies at the pp colliders of the 1990's and beyond

                    
                        Conference
                            Chanowitz, M
                            

                    Within the conventional framework of a spontaneously broken gauge theory, general principles establish that the electroweak symmetry is broken by a new force that may be weak with associated new quanta below 1 TeV or strong with quanta above 1 TeV. The SSC parameters, ..sqrt..s = 40 TeV and L = 10/sup 33/ cm/sup /minus/2/s/sup /minus/1/, define a minimal facility with assured capability to observe the signals of symmetry breaking by a strong force above 1 TeV. Foreseeable luminosity upgrades would not be able to compensate a much lower collider energy for these physics signals. If the strong WW scatteringmore » signal were seen at the SSC in the 1990's it would provide a clear imperative for a collider with the physics reach of the ELOISATRON to begin detailed studies of the new force and quanta early in the next century. 35 refs., 7 figs., 4 tabs.« less
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                    Studies of strong electroweak symmetry breaking at photon colliders

                    
                        Journal Article
                            Cheung, K - Physical Review, D (Particles Fields); (United States)
                            

                    It has recently been shown that the studies of strongly interacting electroweak symmetry breaking (EWSB) at photon colliders, via photon splitting into a [ital W] pair followed by longitudinal [ital W]-boson scattering, could be possible. Here we present a signal-background analysis for the scattering channels [ital W][sub [ital L]][sup +][ital W][sub [ital L]][sup [minus]][r arrow][ital Z][sub [ital L]][ital Z][sub [ital L]] and [ital W][sub [ital L]][sup +][ital W][sub [ital L]][sup [minus]][r arrow][ital W][sub [ital L]][sup +][ital W][sub [ital L]][sup [minus]] with the background coming from the standard model (SM) production of [gamma][gamma][r arrow][ital WWZZ] and [ital WWWW], respectively. We illustratemore » the analysis using the SM with a heavy Higgs boson ([ital m][sub [ital H]][approx]1 TeV) to represent a typical strongly interacting EWSB model and the SM with a light Higgs boson ([ital m][sub [ital H]][approx]0.1 TeV) to represent the background. We come up with a set of kinematic acceptance to enhance the signal-to-background ratio. The extension of the kinematic acceptance to other strongly interacting EWSB models is then trivial, and the signal cross sections for various EWSB models are calculated. We found that it is very feasible to probe the EWSB sector at a photon collider of center-of-mass energy of 2 TeV with a luminosity of just 10 fb[sup [minus]1].« less
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                    Probing strong electroweak symmetry breaking dynamics through quantum interferometry at the LHC

                    
                        Journal Article
                            Murayama, Hitoshi; Rentala, Vikram; Shu, Jing - Physical Review. D, Particles, Fields, Gravitation and Cosmology
                            

                    Here, we present a new probe of strongly coupled electroweak symmetry breaking at the 14 TeV LHC by measuring a phase shift in the event distribution of the decay azimuthal angles in massive gauge boson scattering. One generically expects a large phase shift in the longitudinal gauge boson scattering amplitude due to the presence of broad resonances. This phase shift is observable as an interference effect between the strongly interacting longitudinal modes and the transverse modes of the gauge bosons. We find that even very broad resonances of masses up to 900 GeV can be probed at 3σ significance withmore » a 3000 fb-1 run of the LHC by using this technique. We also present the estimated reach for a future 50 TeV proton-proton collider.« less
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